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As a College which has community at its heart, 
our Vision is focussed on delivering relevant 
and responsive skills provision to help us play a 
leading role in developing the economic and social 
prosperity of the communities we serve.

To ensure that our College/Business Unit is able to 
deliver the best possible outcomes and in a manner 
that optimises the impact of being part of EKC Group, 
our Vision for Sheppey College is aligned to the 
Group’s Goals.

Sheppey College is a community College serving 
the Borough of Swale, and offering a variety of 
courses tailored to the needs of our locality. Students 
who attend Sheppey college often celebrate high 

achievements and exceed their own aspirations 
and expectations. The College acts as a gateway to 
further and higher education, whilst also promoting 
positive progression into career focused sustainable 
employment or apprenticeships. We also look to 
improve English and maths achievement with our 
students, often helping them to receive a GCSE 
Grade 4 or above, or an equivalent level 2 functional 
skill. The learning opportunities and support within 
the College are outstanding, with bespoke courses 
for all ages. We continue to engage and grow our 
community through education, social action and 
further opportunities developed with national and 
local businesses.

EKC Group is committed to developing the prosperity and wellbeing of the communities 
we serve, working in collaboration with all our partners to achieve shared objectives and 
build collective success.

Our Strategic Plan defines our objectives and direction until 2024. It is articulated through five core 
goals. Interwoven throughout all of these goals are two strands that help define all that we do. These 
are inclusion and sustainability:

1. Create a revolutionary model of 
education, delivering a new range of 
nationally recognised education solutions 
for the benefit of East Kent and beyond.

2. Deliver inspirational, inclusive and 
purposeful education that enables 
young people and adults to achieve their 
ambitions and meet the needs of East Kent.

3. Successfully integrate Ashford College 
and Spring Lane into the EKC Group 
family, developing the provision to enable 
the Group to truly meet the needs of the 
whole of East Kent.

4. Continue to invest in industry-standard 
facilities and first-class Group services 
that support our business units to deliver 
aspirational, relevant and high quality 
learning experiences.

5. Ensure that EKC Group is an employer of choice and responds appropriately to the social, 
ethical and moral issues of its communities, supporting the development of well-rounded and 
responsible young people.



OUR PRIORITIES:

OBJECTIVE 1
Develop a model of education that offers the community excellent opportunities 
in the emerging employment sectors both locally and nationally. (SG1)

OBJECTIVE 2
Deliver a curriculum that supports young people and adults in preparing for 
higher level education (SG1)

OBJECTIVE 3
Prepare an adult provision that can be delivered within the wider community to 
support adults with educational and employment gaps. (SG2)

By 2024, Sheppey College will establish itself with 
both local and national employers to develop a 
curriculum that supports the skills development 
of both young people and adults in their chosen 
careers. We will be an access point to all levels of 
education for the local and wider community. We 
aim to provide a range of differing learning activities 
that will stimulate every level of learner.

Our expected outcomes will be progression into 
relevant employment and additional studies. We will 
seek to achieve positive destinations for all learners 
who study with us, and this will be coupled with 
a drive for achievement levels that are above the 
national average in all of our curriculum areas.

By 2024, Sheppey College will support young people 
and adults to realise their aspirations.  We aim 
to offer a high-quality provision that will support 
the economic growth within the local and wider 
communities in line with labour market intelligence. 
Our progressive curriculum will adapt to the differing 
needs of our communities year-on-year ensuring 
up to date learning opportunities for all. Based on 

predicted labour growth within the wider Swale area, 
we aim to evolve with the emerging skills needs of 
each sector.

Our expected outcomes will be relevant skills that 
align with anticipated employment growth for the 
next 4 years. Progression into higher education and 
employment for all within our communities will also 
be a core outcome.

By 2024, Sheppey College will offer opportunities 
for adults to develop additional skills and enhance 
current skills in both academic and vocational 
areas. Working with national employers we strive to 
be the gateway for all adults who study with us to 
develop the necessary skills to enable applications 
into relevant employment. The College aims to 
deliver both in-house as well as within the local 
community, to maximise the enhancement of adult 
skills development. A flexible approach to learning 

will ensure the community can access engaging and 
enjoyable learning opportunities that will enable 
re-engagement with the world of work and support 
individuals in becoming lifelong learners.

Our expected outcomes will be enhanced maths and 
English abilities. Additional skills-based courses that 
enhance the knowledge and tradecraft of those who 
wish to either develop new skills or enhance their 
existing practice. 



Thank you for your interest in Sheppey College.  I look forward to 
working with you to achieve this Vision for outstanding education and 
skills for the Borough of Swale.

In line with our commitment to serving the needs of all our local 
stakeholders, if you would like to find out more about our work or to 
develop a partnership with us, please do get in touch.

Alan Salter, Principal Sheppey College

Alan.salter@eastkent.ac.uk

OBJECTIVE 4
Invest in renovation and resources within the College to enable the integration 
of T levels and higher-level curriculum. (SG4)

OBJECTIVE 5
Inspire social responsibility and build confidence and resilience through projects 
based within the wider community. (SG5)

By 2024, Sheppey College will aim to invest in the 
current curriculum to develop high level resources 
that are equivalent to leading industry standards. 
The renovation of the College will promote new 
and exciting opportunities and offer an excellent 
environment for all learners to grow and develop. 
Establishing a T Level provision in line with future 
employer expectations will provide excellent 

opportunities for both young people and adults 
within the local and wider communities.  

Our expected outcomes will be stronger Level 3 
provision, with enhanced skills within subject areas. 
We will help to develop highly skilled learners who 
are ready to progress into relevant employment.

By 2024, Sheppey College will establish social action 
projects that support the communities around 
us and develop the confidence and resilience of 
all learners. Through building these skills we will 
enable learners with the foundations for stepping 
into employment, raising their aspirations and 
inspiring them to achieve their ambitions.  We 
aim to strengthen and build the reputation of the 
College within the community and give the students 
a sense of pride in their achievements within the 
communities they live in. Developing additional skills 

outside of vocational areas will support growth and 
employability skills, helping learners to progress into 
their chosen career pathway.

Our expected outcomes will be a sense of pride in 
the community, whilst engendering a feeling of 
respect for the College and the work it does. We 
will have developed a strong reputation within the 
community.  Skills that are learnt outside of the 
chosen vocational area that can be utilised in all 
aspects of the learner’s life.
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